First of all, I am grateful to God for the life and health that he has given
to my family. I also thank him for all the blessings he has given me; Without a
doubt, words would not be enough for me to be able to thank for all the
support provided by the Nuestra Señora de La Presentation parish, since it
has come to greatly improve the possibilities, so that I can get ahead and
receive my classes with the slightest difficulties.
Previously, it was quite difficult to receive my class online since
the internet connection, was quite limited. The tasks became quite difficult,
since I did not understand the contents that were being developed. As a
consequence, a poor performance in my academic activities. Due to this, at
some moments leaving my studies crossed my mind, because the degree of
difficulty was quite high. I was constantly subjected to high levels of stress
since this pandemic was very worrying because the rate of positive cases was
quite high. My mother and father stopped working so my family's income
became zero.
But not everything is just bad news. I had previously been informed
that the acquisition of the internet service was being managed by the
scholarship program together with the support and faithful collaboration of
the sponsors of the Parroquia Nuestra Señora de La Presentation. I was very
happy about that since there was the possibility of improving internet
connectivity, and it would be very useful for me to carry out my tasks.
Later I was given the great news that the Internet service was already
available in the house that CIS San Rafael Cedros has. I did not hesitate to tell
my parents and some close friends the great news. My parents felt quite
excited since it would help me a lot to be able to continue with the next cycle.
The only detail was that I was going to be staying in San Rafael Cedros.
So far I feel quite motivated to move forward and show all the people
sponsoring this scholarship project that I am proud of all the achievements
that I am obtaining thanks to your aid. Without a doubt, every day they
surprise me with all the facilities that they are giving us, since now we have
internet, three laptops and all the energy to get ahead.
I never tire of thanking all these gestures of solidarity that Our Lady of
the Presentation Parish is giving us, hoping that they are very well and full of
many blessings. I send you many hugs from here in San Rafael Cedros, El
Salvador and may God take care of you.
Sincerely, JAVIER

